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NEW INSPIRATION 3

Vocabulary EXTRA! Revision

Unit 7

Unit 8

1 Choose the correct phrasal verb.

1 Match the verbs 1–8 with the words a–h to make

1

phrases.

Can I turn off / go back / turn on the computer?
I need to send an email.

1

have

a

an aspirin

Can you take away / go ahead with / bring back my
dictionary? I need it to study for my French exam.

2

lie

b

a hosepipe

3

take

c

the car

3

It’s very cold outside. Why don’t you
take off / put on / take away your coat?

4

save

d

down

4

The amount of Internet use is
going up / going on / going away.

5

see

e

a bath

6

wash

f

a dentist

5

My brother’s so annoying. I wish he would
go away / turn off / put on.

7

use

g

the tap

8

turn off

h

water

2

6

Please turn on / put on / turn off the TV. I’ve got a
headache.

7

We’re going up / going down / going ahead with our
plans to buy a new computer.

8

Can you put down / turn on / pick up the children
from school?

9

Why don’t you sit down / stand up / go away and
have a cup of coffee?

Now write the phrases in the correct column.
Good for the
environment

Bad for the
environment

Good
if you feel ill

10 I took off / took away / took out my watch and now I
can’t find it.

2 Make adjectives ending in -al from these nouns, and

2 Make nouns ending in -tion from these verbs, and

complete the sentences. You may have to change the
form too.

attend
invent

communicate describe inform
invite operate situate

information

complete the sentences.

centre coast continent electric environment
globe music nature office tropics
1

Temperatures are going up because of
environmental problems like      
warming.

1

I think a lot of the
very useful.

available online isn’t

2

Most people agree that the wheel was the most
important     
of all time.

2

We need to protect      
like the Amazon jungle.

3

Alan has sent me an     
in Chicago this summer.

3

The world is running out of      
resources like coal and oil.

4

My sister is in hospital to have an     
her foot.

on

4

We should turn off      
equipment
when we aren’t using it to save power.

5

I love travel writing, especially the     
exotic places.

of

5

Mexico, Guatemala and El Salvador are countries
in      
America.

6

I had to wait an hour to get any     
hospital.

6

My brother is really       . He can play
the guitar, piano, drums, and he’s a good singer too.

7

To help me remember words I think of a     
in which I can use them.

7

Hungary has a      
isn’t near the sea.

8

I don’t like electronic     
people face-to-face is better.

8

Sharks are appearing more and more
in      
waters looking for food.

9

Our school wastes so much electricity. I think we
should make an      
complaint to the
headteacher.

to his wedding

at the

; talking with
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rainforests

climate because it

3

